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A3.3 Process and conditions for accessing the SEL
A service’s need for specialist equipment must be identified in its SIP (see Section A2.2), or be recommended by
a relevant professional, such as an occupational therapist or physiotherapist, with knowledge of the child’s
biomechanical functional needs.
If equipment is recommended by a relevant professional, the IA must endorse and agree to the recommendation
prior to a SEL application being submitted.
It is the responsibility of each ECCC service accessing equipment from the SEL to ensure it is fitted by an
appropriate professional. In some cases the IA may be suitable, but in other cases an occupational therapist or
physiotherapist who has knowledge of the child’s biomechanical functioning and needs may be required.
A service seeking equipment from the SEL must sign a Loan Agreement Form with its IA prior to accessing
equipment, which sets out the Terms and Conditions associated with borrowing equipment from the SEL.
The process for accessing equipment from the SEL, including expected timeframes, transportation
arrangements, return arrangements and the Terms and Conditions associated with borrowing the equipment are
determined by each IA and may vary across jurisdictions.
Eligible ECCC services can access information about the SEL directly from its IA. Contact details for the IA in
each jurisdiction are available on the department’s website
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1. Activity Chairs and Seating
High Complexity Chairs
A fully adjustable, modular seating system specifically designed for
young children from 4 months through to 5 years.
Jenx - Bee
Seating Unit

The Bee seating system is an ideal introduction to supported functional
seating.
It provides an outstanding level of versatility via fixed and height
adjustable base options, along with a wide variety of head, trunk, leg
and foot support options.
Size:
Age range: 4 months to 5 years
Min seat / max seat depth: 110-350mm
Max user weight: 25kg
Equipment measurements: - H 100CM W 58CM L 87CM
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The giraffe chair is suitable for a child who needs extra seating support.
It can be adjusted to accommodate a child from approximately 12
months to 5 years, and includes a range of adjustable positioning
supports.
Jenx - Giraffe The giraffe chair can be used with a tray, or pushed up to a table
Chair
without a tray (depending on table height) to enable participation in
group activities.
Equipment measurements: - W 30CM H 53CM

L 46CM

The Jenx Junior Chair is a fully adjustable contoured modular seating
system.
Jenx - Junior
Chair
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It has tilt in space with a hydraulic or powered base.
The system provides excellent postural support for a wide range of
users.

The advance chair is suitable for a child who needs maximum seating
support.
It includes a range of adjustable positioning supports.
Leckey Advance
Chair

The advance chair is height-adjustable and can be used with a tray, or
pushed up to a table without a tray to enable participation in group
activities.

Equipment measurements: - H 145CM W 60CM L 75CM
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Leckey Everyday
Seat

Designed specifically for children or young adults with moderate needs
who still require pelvic stability but do not need the same advanced
level of support as those with complex needs.
Sizes 1 and 2.

MediFab
Discovery
Shuttle Seat
on a
Launcher
Base
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The Launcher Base has been designed to be used with the Spex
Discovery Seating System and can be raised for table height activities
or lowered for floor level activities. Use the tray (optional) for feeding
or play.
Ultra-lightweight & compact.

Tilt-in-space seating.

Recline adjustment. Growth-adjustable. Wipe-down upholstery.

Moderate Complexity Chairs

The Brookfield is a robust chair for children from the age of 2 years
who require moderate levels of postural support when seated.
The Brookfield has a unique moulded back which promotes central
alignment and gives additional support whilst your child is seated.
Brookfield
Chair with
Mobility Base

Its seat height and depth can also be adjusted to suit. As an additional
feature, the back can be adjusted in height.
The Brookfield comes complete with a moulded back, contoured seat,
pelvic strap and height adjustable arms as standard.
A static or mobile version is also available as well as a choice of high
or low back. Available as a static or mobile chair.
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The Easy Seat is suitable for a child who needs a kinder chair with
extra support.
It has adjustable armrests, footplate, and pommel, and additional side
supports are available.
Leckey - Easy
Seat
Available in sizes 1, 2, and 3, each of which can be adjusted for
growth.
It is height-adjustable to enable a child to sit at a kinder table and
participate in group activities.

The Kelly chair is suitable for a child who needs a kinder chair with
extra support. It has adjustable armrests, footplate, and pommel and
tray.

DES - Kelly
Chair

Available is pre-school and primary sizes, each of which can be
adjusted for growth.
It is height-adjustable to enable a child to sit at a kinder table and
participate in group activities.
Measurements of chair: - W 33CM H 55CM L 45CM
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The Star X Chair is suitable for a child who needs extra seating
support.
It will accommodate a child from approximately 12 months to 4 years.

Star X Chair

It includes a range of adjustable positioning supports including
thoracic, hip, and foot supports.
The Star X Chair can be moved up to a table (depending on table
height) to enable participation in group activities.
Equipment measurement: - H 70CM W 43CM L 60CM

Medifab –
Neat Zeat
Seating
System
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The Neat Zeat offers a modular indoor seating solution for activity,
feeding and learning opportunities. Constructed of durable hardwood
with a lacquer finish. Height adjustment grooves on the frame provide
a huge growth range that can be easily adjusted with an Allen key.
Three packages are available, with the addition of further accessories
to script according to individual requirements.
Neat Zeat is previously known as the Zeat Seat.

Low Complexity Chairs

An adjustable chair suitable for children with mild to moderate postural
support needs. Features a wooden frame, angle adjustable backrest,
adjustable seat depth, height adjustable legs, footplate, armrests, and
bright upholstery.
Leckey - PAL
Childrens
Seat

Available in size small and medium. A range of accessories are
available including lap belt, side pads, ramped cushion, and pommel.

Sizes 1, 2 and 3
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A wooden framed chair with a padded contoured vinyl seat and
backrest.
The backrest features adjustable lumbar support and recline.
The seat height and depth are adjustable.
Smirthwaite Juni Chair

The armrests are made of wood and are height adjustable.
An optional footrest is available as shown.
Equipment measurements: - H 47CM W 58CM L 55CM (CHAIR)
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Special
Tomato Soft
Touch Booster Seat
with Liner
Back

The Special Tomato Soft Touch Booster Seat with Liner Back is
comfortable yet supportive seating solutions that are Latex Free, seam
free, peel-resistant and impermeable to fluids. They are soft to touch
for comfort, but also durable and hygienic as they are made of antimicrobial material. The Booster seats are easily cleaned with common
disinfectants and so are great for use with multiple children.
Assist in promoting proper head, neck and trunk alignment
Can be attached to a standard chair with attachment straps
Can be attached to the optional Tilt wedge or Mobile tilt wedge

The TREC chair is suitable for a child who needs a kinder chair with
extra support.

TREC Kinder
Chair

It has adjustable armrests, footplate, and pommel and is available in
various sizes.
It is height-adjustable to enable a child to sit at a kinder table and
participate in group activities.
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2. Floor Sitters, Positioning Systems, Accessories and Other:
Floor Sitters, Positioning Systems, Accessories and Other:
HIGH
COMPLEXITY

The Go To Seat by Leckey Firefly is a lightweight, portable, postural
support seat for kids with disabilities.
Leckey - Firefly
Go To Seat with
Floor Sitter and
Pressure
Cushion
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It's a safe, supportive multipurpose seat, which provides additional
upper body postural support for children with disabilities.
Sitting securely and independently in the Go To Seat gives children the
opportunity to develop lots of skills including gross motor, fine motor,
visual motor, sensory, social and communication. Nursery table and
Pressure Cushion (see top photo) is also available.

HIGH
COMPLEXITY

A foam chair which utilises gravity to hold an individual
with low postural control in a semi upright position.
The chair features raised armrests to support the user
laterally. The seat cover which is incontinent resistant
can be removed for cleaning.

Gravity Chair

Standard and mobile tilting base options are available.
Equipment measurement: SMALL CHAIR H 55CM W 50CM L 30CM
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TILT WEDGE

H 12CM W 51CM L 52CM

WHEEL BASE

H 22CM W 50CM L 52CM

HIGH
COMPLEXITY

Jenx - Corner
Seat

The corner seat is suitable for a child who needs support to sit
straight-legged on the floor. It is available in three sizes, each of which
can be adjusted for growth. The corner seat can be used with the
nursery table to enable access to toys. Nursery table is also available.
Size 1: - W 50CM x H 35CM x L 55CM
Size 2: - W 58CM x H 57CM x L 57CM
Size 3: - W 67CM x H 65CM x L 77CM

HIGH
COMPLEXITY

Jenx Ladybird
Floor Sitter

The ladybird is a prone (forward-tilted) floor sitter suitable for a child
who needs support to sit straight-legged on the floor and requires a
prone angle to assume correct posture.
It can be adjusted to accommodate a child from approximately 6
months to 3 years and includes a range of adjustable positioning
supports.
The ladybird has a tray to enable access to toys.
Equipment measurements: - H 50CM W 60CM L 90CM
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HIGH
COMPLEXITY

The Tumble Forms Floor Sitter is suitable for a child who needs extra
support for floor sitting and cannot tolerate a fully upright position.
It is available in three sizes (the range accommodates children from
approximately 6 months to primary school age), and the seat can be
positioned on the base in varying degrees of recline.
Tumble
Forms Floor
Sitter and
Easel Table

The Tumble Forms Floor Sitter can be used with an easel table, as
shown to allow access to toys and activities.
Equipment measurements: Size 1 H 43CM W 43CM L 60CM including base
Size 2 H 47CM W 43CM L 65CM including base
Size 3 H 60CM W 43CM L 70CM including base
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MODERATE
COMPLEXITY

Scallop Seat

The Scallop is suitable for children who require a little extra help while
floor sitting or sitting on a chair.
This product is also great for children with learning or behavioural
disorders as it provides tactile stimulation which helps to reassure the
child and enable them to relax and concentrate while using the
product.
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LOW
COMPLEXITY

Deceptively simple and magically attractive, Bilibo’s iconic shell shape
and bright colours immediately appeal to children.
Bilibo Seat

Bilibo arouses curiosity, engages the imagination and playfully trains
basic motor skills and balance.
Both boys and girls find unlimited ways to play with Bilibo – using it to
rock and spin in, hide under, sit on, tote with and peek through.
Bilibo provides hours of fun, indoors and outdoors.

LOW
COMPLEXITY

Bumbo chairs can be used on any flat ground level surface. They are
a lightweight, portable plastic seat suitable for babies four months and
older.
Bumbo Chair

It is shaped to support the baby when sitting. Available in only one
size.
The baby must have independent head control before using this
product.
Equipment measurements: - H 20CM W 13CM L 13CM
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LOW
COMPLEXITY

• Lightweight and portable
Karibu Seat
with Tray

• To support unstable sitting posture. The baby must have
independent head control before using this product.
• Easy to care
• Stains can be easily wiped off with a wet towel
Size: L44.5 x W34.7 x H23cm

LOW
COMPLEXITY

Four independently adjustable non-slip feet let you sit on any chair.
This seat has a lightweight body with a carry handle.

Mamas &
Pappas
Booster Seat
with Tray
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Great as they grow - soft and comfortable padded insert for use from 6
months to 3 years.
Extra safe - two chair harnesses’ make sure they stay put.
Age Suitability: 6 months or when a child can sit unaided - 3 Years
Approx.

LOW
COMPLEXITY

An inflatable wedge which serves as a seat wedge and encourages an
upright posture.
The upper surface is bumpy and provides tactile feedback while
undertaking other activities.
Move‘n’ Sit
Inflatable
Cushion

Available in a standard size and a junior size as shown.
Equipment measurements: SMALL: - H 7CM W 25CM L 26CM
JUNIOR: - H 1CM TO 6CM W 26CM L 26CM
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Positioning
System

This lightweight bag contains an entire activity centre.

Leckey Firefly
Playpak

Inside you will find rolls, wedges, and supports (designed by clinical
experts) that stick together in dozens of different ways to let you and
your child practice the early positions which form the building blocks
for later abilities.
Equipment measurements in bag: - H 20CM W 45CM L 45CM
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Positioning
System

Allows patient to be positioned in prone - good positioning for
eliminating the effect of gravity present when individual is upright.
Wedge with
Detachable
Headrest

Allows patient to be positioned to stretch flexed hips and knees.
Scoop shape decreases chance that child could roll off wedge.
Headrest is useful for child with poor head and neck extension.
Equipment measurements: - H 30 CM (at high end of wedge) W 43CM
L 150CM
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Accessories
and Other:

The Jenx Nursery Table is available in two sizes to work with the Jenx
Corner Seats.
Jenx Nursery
Tables

It’s a sturdy table with a large, clear surface area that is big enough for
a child to play or work at most activities with ease. The table (and its
surface) are ideal for drawing and writing activities.
Equipment measurements: - H 45CM W 70CM L 50CM
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3. Standing Frames
Multi-Standers, Sit-to-Stand Standing Frames, Supine Standers, Prone Standers and
Upright Standers

The Bantam line of standers are the only sit to stand standers that
can combine the option of supine positioning to create infinite
positioning possibilities from 90-90 sitting, fully vertical standing, full
supine lying and anywhere in between.

EasyStand –
Supine /
Full Standing
Bantam Stander No other standers can provide the amount of positioning that is
/ Chair
possible with the EasyStand Bantam.
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This standing frame is suitable for children between the ages of nine
months and six years old.

Jenx Multistander –
It can be configured to support supine, prone, and upright standing
Supine / Prone /
with two types of headrests.
Upright
Standing
The Multistander also allows for a tray to be attached in the supine,
System
prone and the upright position.
Equipment measurements when closed down: - H 80CM W 58CM
L 76CM
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The Squiggles Stander is a bright colourful three-in-one stander for
younger children.
Leckey This versatile, adjustable stander offers prone, upright, and supine
Squiggles
standing in one product, allowing the therapist to offer standing
Standing Frame
therapy to address a child’s needs and support inclusion.
– Prone /
Upright / Supine
Equipment measurements: - H 110CM W 60CM L 130CM
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The DES Supine Standing Frame is a supine (reclined)/upright
standing frame suitable for a child who needs support to stand and
may not be able to tolerate a fully upright position and includes a
range of adjustable positioning supports.

DES - Supine
Standing Frame

It can be adjusted to enable a standing position from horizontal to
fully upright.
The DES supine standing frame has an activity tray to allow access
to toys.
Equipment measurements: - H 106CM W 40CM L 70CM
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The Jenx Supine Stander is a robust stander with comfortable,
adjustable accessories to provide safe standing to suit children with
a wide variety of needs. While supported and upright, children can
participate in a range of activities.
Available in two sizes to suit children from 9 months onwards.
Jenx - Supine
Stander

A robust stander with a range of accessories including trays to suit a
variety of needs.
Equipment measurements: - Size 1 H 96CM W 70CM L 106CM
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The Humphrey is a prone (forward-tilted) upright standing frame
suitable for a child who needs support to stand and may not be able
to tolerate a fully upright position.
Jenx – Prone Humphrey
Standing Frame

It can be adjusted to accommodate a child from approximately 3 to 7
years, and includes a range of adjustable positioning supports. It
can be adjusted to enable a standing position from horizontal to fully
upright.
The Humphrey standing frame has an activity tray that can be used
either with an insert to create a flat play surface, or with a bowl for
sensory play.
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The Monkey is a prone (forward-tilted) upright standing frame
suitable for a child who needs support to stand and may not be able
to tolerate a fully upright position.
It can be adjusted to accommodate a child from approximately 12
months to 5 years, and includes a range of adjustable positioning
supports.
Jenx – Prone Monkey
Standing Frame

It can be adjusted to enable a standing position from almost
horizontal to fully upright.
The Monkey Standing Frame has an activity tray that can be used
either with an insert to create a flat play surface, or with a bowl to
allow sensory play.
Equipment measurements: - H 72CM W 58CM L 87CM
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The Jenx prone standing frame is a prone (forward-tilted) upright
standing frame suitable for a child who needs support to stand and
may not be able to tolerate a fully upright position.

Jenx - Prone Standing Frame

It can be adjusted to enable a standing position from upright to 40
degrees.
The Jenx prone standing frame has an activity tray and bowl to allow
access to toys.
Equipment measurements: - H 95CM W 65CM L 95CM
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The Jenx Rabbit Paediatric Mobile Stander is a secure, reliable, and
easy-to adjust standing aid that supports special needs children in
the vertical and prone positions.
Jenx – Prone Rabbit Stander

The tray comes with a bowl insert.
Equipment Measurements: - H 60CM W 38CM L 55CM
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This prone standing frame features multiple adjustments on all
components to grow with the child.
It consists of a wooden frame, padded vinyl supports, and quick
release straps with buckles.
DES – Prone Standing Frame

Frame incorporates a manually operated tilt adjustment with a
positive locking mechanism and a solid back support to hold child in
position.
Mobile frame folds flat for storage.
Equipment measurements: - H 96CM W 55CM L 73CM
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The Dynamic Standing Frame is suitable for a child who needs
support to stand, and is designed to allow the child some movement.

Dynamic /
Chattanooga –
Upright
Standing Frame

It is available in the small and medium size and can be adjusted in
height. Another option is the Standing Frame can be attached to a
platform with wheels for easier mobility.
The Dynamic Standing Frame can be used with a Taddy height
adjustable cut out table, or it can be pushed up to an easel, water
trough or high table to allow access to activities with other children.
Equipment measurements: - H 60CM W 43CM L 60CM
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Jenx – Upright Penguin
Stander
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The Jenx Penguin Stander has been designed to provide excellent
support for children in upright standing, and the range and support
of adjustment options available creates a product that is suitable for
children aged 18 months to 4 years.

4. Tables and Desks
Tables and Desks

The height adjustable easel table provides a slanted surface for
activities such as drawing and reading.
DES - Height
Adjustable
Easel Table

It is angle-adjustable, bringing activities into the child's line of vision,
improving posture and encouraging fine motor development.
Equipment measurements when closed down: H 26CM W 62CM L 42CM
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Height
Adjustable
Table with Fold
Down Pin Legs

Height
Adjustable
Table (with
wheelchair cut
out)
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Height adjustable with fold down legs to provide flexibility with
ensuring the table is at the correct height for the child.
Equipment measurements: - H Adjustable W 115CM L 70CM

Height adjustable table with left or right hand cut out for power
wheelchair control.

These tables are engineered to be height adjustable with laminated
tops and steel frames.
Height
Adjustable
Table with Pin
Legs

Square Tables are useful in a variety of settings and the most
standard inclusion in OSHC school programs and Childcare
Centres.
The Library stocks a variety of table sizes.

Pink Non-adjustable table.
Table - Four
Person Non
Adjustable
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Equipment measurements: - H 51CM W 50CM L 130CM

Height adjustable legs with table cut out provides flexibility when
used in conjunction with standing frames or sitting systems.
Taddy Table
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Equipment measurements: - H 58CM W 50CM L 50CM

5. Toileting and Change Tables
Toileting
The electric change table is suitable for a larger child who is able to
do a standing transfer to and from the change table, reducing the
need for lifting.
Electric Change
Table

It has an electric height-adjustment mechanism to enable it to be
lowered for transfers and raised to a suitable working height for
nappy changes. Cot sides or rails provide extra security.
The electric change table is fitted with castors to enable ease of
movement for storage. Various sizes stocked in Library.
The R82 Flamingo Toilet chair provides extra toileting support.
It is available in several sizes to accommodate children from
approximately 3 years to adolescent. It has a range of adjustable
positioning supports, and can tilt in space.

Flamingo Toilet
Chair

It can be used as a free-standing commode or positioned over the
toilet.
Equipment measurements: - H 125CM W 48CM L 76CM
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This multi-purpose step up platform has support handrails on both
sides to give 240mm extra height.

Platform Step
and Rails

It is designed to step up to toilets, washbasins, tables, and other
areas where a sturdy, stable step is required. It has a slip resistant
surface.
Equipment measurements: - H 55CM W 51CM L 75CM
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Contoured fibreglass mounted seat, mounted on zinc treated, epoxy
coated steel frame. Three sizes available with optional chest strap
available.
Potty Infant
Chair Adjustable
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Fits most toilets when fitted with adjustable legs.
Adjustable legs measurements are 60 – 240 mm height to potty
chair.

The Blue Wave Toileting System is suitable for a child who needs
extra support for toileting.

Rifton Blue
Wave Toileting
System
(Small and
Large Chair
Systems)

It is available in two sizes to accommodate children from
approximately 3 years to adolescent, and has a range of adjustable
positioning supports. It can be used with or without a mobile frame.
With the mobile frame it can be used as a free-standing commode
with a potty attachment, or as an over-toilet commode without the
potty attachment.
Without the mobile frame the seat can be mounted on the toilet.
Equipment measurements: - H 105CM W 57CM L 70CM
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Supplied with a harness for full trunk support.
Smaller model is intended for children up to 10 years.
Toilet Support High Backed

Reduced seat depth (RSD): sits 4” forward to lessen seat depth
when attached to U-Shape Mounting Base.
Dimensions of supports: height adjustable 19-24 inches; width at top
8" and width at bottom 12".
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Toilet Support Low Back
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Designed to fit any school toilet, the toilet supports strong and
secure frame allows it to be easily adjusted for maximum user
control and comfort, and also allows the low back toilet support to be
quickly removed when not in use for easy storage.

6. Manual Handling Aids and Appliances
Manual Handling Aids and Appliances
The mobile hoist is suitable for situations where manual lifting of a
child is not viable, usually for a larger child who is not walking and is
unable to do a standing transfer.

Hoists – Battery
Operated Rechargeable

It is useful for lifts across short distances, usually to and from
specific positions, for example from chair to change table or chair to
floor.
Slings are available in a variety of styles depending on the amount
of support required.
The mobile hoist is powered by a rechargeable battery and is
operated with a hand-held control.
Equipment measurements: - H 50CM W 65CM L 105CM
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Manufactured under the highest quality control standards.

Hoisting Slings

The extremely durable slings come in a range of fabrics and sizes
to suit the individual child when used in conjunction with an
electric powered hoist to assist educators and staff with toileting
needs.
Various sizes stocked in Library.

The wheelie stool is a mobile, height-adjustable stool designed to
enable staff to work with children without bending or twisting.

Wheelie Stool

It has a wheeled base, an upholstered seat which can swivel a full
360 degrees and gas-assisted height adjustment.
It enables staff to work at the level of the child for feeding, seated
activities, and supported standing and walking.
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Wooden Stool

Height adjustable with screws with a vinyl padded seat and a
wheeled base for educational staff.
Equipment measurements: - H 36CM W 40CM L 14CM
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7. Physical Activity Devices
Bicycles, Full Support Swings, PMP Gross Motor Steps and Ramps

The Supportive Tricycle is suitable for a child who is unable to use a
regular tricycle.
Supportive
Tricycle

It can be adjusted to accommodate a child from approximately 3 to 6
years, and includes a range of adjustable positioning supports.
The Library stocks a variety of sizes.
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The Full Support Swing seat is suitable for a child who needs a
swing seat with extra support.
It is available in three sizes (the range accommodates children from
approximately 2 years to adult) and provides trunk and head
support.
Full Support
Swings

The full support swing seat will fit onto standard “pigtail” swing hooks
and can be adjusted in height and angle of recline.
Equipment measurement: - H: 56CM x W: 33CM x L: 30 weight limit
45KG

Vinyl Wedges
and Shapes
The Library has a variety of sturdy and waterproof equipment that
can promote inclusion and play activity.
Types of equipment are wedges, various sized cylinders, and
different shaped animals including Loch Ness and Elephant, softsided See Saw and double sided – 2 steps.
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Fixed Wooden
Step

Equipment measurement: - Fixed height L 30CM W 37CM H
30CM

Platform to help assist children with posture when sitting and
accessing benches.
Platform Steps
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The Library stocks a variety of sizes.

8. Bead and Mirrored Stands
Bead and mirrored stands

These popular bead chains have a unique design for users who can
reach through to the base.

Bead Chain
Stand with
Lights and
Music

When a hand passes over the light sensor, a red light blinks and
music plays. This provides wonderful visual, auditory and tactile
experiences.
Height: 30cm
Requires 4 size AA Batteries
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Sensory Plate
Switch

Provides stimulating feedback! Specially-designed for the individual
who requires exceptional sensory input, this 13cm x 20cm bead
chain and unbreakable plastic mirror plays music, small red light is
activated and the unit vibrates when touched. The Sensory Plate
can also be used as an external switch without vibration, music
and/or lights when connected to a toy or device.
Size: 30cm x 21cm x 7.5cm.

Requires 2 size C Batteries.

Encourages exploration!

Mirror with
Beads and
Lights

Mirror provides tactile and visual reinforcement. Playing with the
beads will activate lights, vibration and music, while the soothing
chains provide unique tactile stimulation. Vibration sensitivity is
adjustable.
Can be used as a switch to activate devices. Can be used on the
floor or a table. Lights, vibration and music can be turned on or off
by hidden switches.
Requires 6 size AA Batteries.
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This innovative Multi Bead Chain is great for developing the concept
of cause and effect.

Multi Bead
Chain Lights
and Music

Movement of the beads will turn on a built-in music box. As long as
the beads are making contact with the metal bar, the music stays
on. Can also be used as an external capability switch without music
when connected to any toy or device.
Size: 32cm H x 37cmL x 27cmW
Requires 2 size AA Batteries
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The Razzle Dazzle Bead Chain Curtain provides hours of
somatosensory stimulation.

‘Razzle Dazzle’
Bead Chain
with Music

Moving the beads will turn on a built-in music box. These colourful
beads are inviting to reach for and touch, and help teach cause and
effect.
Works as a switch or as an independent toy. When used as a
switch, the movement of the beads activates the music as well as an
external toy or device.
Size: 37.5cm tall x 27cm x 32cm
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Requires 2 size AA batteries

9. Switch Adapted Toys and other Toys
Switch Activated Communication Devices and Toys

Specially designed for children with limited mobility.

Compact
Activity Centre
– Sensory Toy

This small-scale activity centre is designed to provide sensory
stimulation and cognitive activity. Great for the user whose physical
mobility may be limited due to positioning needs.
Features a bead curtain, a dome with brightly-coloured sequins
which spin when the button is pressed, a textured plate which
vibrates and lights up when pressed, and a pull ball that turns on a
music box.
Requires 2 size C batteries to operate.
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There are 5 different switches built into the brightly coloured activity
centre. Each has a different function that has been designed to
stimulate sensory awareness, hand-eye coordination and aid in
teaching cause and effect:

Five Function
Activity Centre
– Sensory Toy







The bright yellow plate activates a built-in AM/FM radio.
The large red plate vibrates when pressed.
Moving the wooden roller sounds a buzzer.
A pull ball turns on a music box.
The large orange plate turns on a light.

Size: 96.5 x 71 x 10 cm

Requires: 2 size C batteries

Music Blocks Musical Toy

Each colourful block plays a different phrase of music and each side
of each block plays a variation of that phrase. You can just touch or
mix and match and rearrange the blocks to create their very own
musical compositions. Mozart’s Night Music.
High quality CD-like digital sound. A light comes on when a block is
touched. The red button at the front can also be pressed for a
musical note.
Requires batteries 4 AA.
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Lights and sounds funky footprints. 10 footprints to walk up and 2 to
land on lights, counting, funny sounds, and cheers.
Musical Mat –
Funky
Footprints

Great for getting interactive and inclusion fun.
Requires batteries to operate.

A switch adapted toy that provides cause and effect when switch is
activated by the child.
Switch Toy Ariel Mermaid
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Requires batteries and an additional switch for operation.

Switch Toy –
Bongo Bright
Beats 2 in 1
Musical Drum
Roll

Switch Toy Bump and Go
Car
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Musical Drum Roll is an infant drum for sitting or crawling babies and
toddlers with music, sound effects, and lights. It features two modes
of music and sound - Drum Beat Mode and Jam-Along Mode.
Sensory toy also has clacker beads, and a colourful roller ball.
Press your capability switch to hear up beat sounds, music & lights.
Requires batteries and an additional switch for operation.

A switch adapted toy that provides cause and effect when switch is
activated by the child.
Requires batteries and an additional switch for operation.

A switch adapted toy that provides cause and effect when switch is
activated by the child.
Switch Toy Buzz Lightyear

Requires batteries and an additional switch for operation.

The Motorized Glitter Roll Music Box works with an external
capability switch.
When the switch is activated, the potpourri of sparkling shapes will
tumble as the sweet-sounding music plays.
Switch Toy Motorized
Glitter Roll
Music Box

Terrific for increasing auditory and visual stimulation.
Size: 35cmL x 20cmW x12cmH.
Requires Capability Switch and 2 C Batteries which are not
included.
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Switch Toy - My
Little Pony

A switch adapted toy that provides cause and effect when switch is
activated by the child.
Requires batteries and an additional switch for operation.
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A switch adapted toy that provides cause and effect when switch is
activated by the child.
Switch Toy –
Nemo

Requires batteries and an additional switch for operation.

Hold down your switch and watch pudgy piglet walk and make
animal sounds.
Switch Toy Pudgy Piglet

Cute and cuddly, these toys will provide sensory feedback and
promote play with other children.
Switch is not included.
Requires batteries for operation.
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Double switch adapted remote. Press your switch to drive forward.
Press the other switch to turn. Car 18cm x 9cm x 12cm H
Switch Toy Remote Control
Car

Controller approximately 10cm in diameter
Switches are required to operate this toy.
Requires batteries for operation

You can use this wonderful musical toy in four different ways:
activate the attached yellow switch and the colourful bells twirl
around, sounding the musical scale while the multi-coloured LEDs
blink, or use a capability switch to activate the toy.
Switch Toy Ring Around
Bells

Ring Around Bells is excellent for music therapy and music time.
The bells are precision tuned and provide exceptionally clear
sounds.
Size: 30cmL x 35cmW x 25cmH.
Requires 4 size C Batteries.
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A switch adapted toy that provides cause and effect when switch is
activated by the child.
Switch Toy –
Robot
Requires batteries and an additional switch for operation.

This captivating device provides a very special somatosensory
experience for children.
Switch Toy Textured roller

Bumps on the switch offer tactile stimulation and help hand-eye
coordination.
Roller switch can be used as a switch-only when you spin the drum
and the unit is activated - or as a switch-toy when you spin the drum
to activate lights vibrations and music.
Requires 2 size AA batteries.
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Switch Toy Thomas the
Tank Engine
with Remote
Control

Follow Me Thomas’s controller has been switch adapted for him to
chug along in a large 2m circle, with sound and music to capture the
child’s attention.
Requires 2 size AA batteries.

Wheelie the soft bus is switch adapted and moves gently side to
side with his mouth opening and eyes lighting up singing "Wheels on
the bus"
Switch Toy Wheelie the
Soft Bus

Song plays for 1 minute & 24 seconds; you can press your switch to
turn off midway through the tune.
23cm long x 15cm wide
Requires 3 size AAA batteries
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Weighted stuffed animals are the ultimate sensory toy.

Various
Weighted Toys

The varied shapes, sizes and textures of our furry friends are not
only appealing but they allow for weight to be distributed where it’s
needed most.
Children of all ages and sizes to benefit from the calming effect of
deep sensory, proprioceptive, and tactile sensory input.
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10. Key Word Sign and Auslan Based Resources
Kits, Books, Posters and Dictionaries

Everyday vocabulary in easy to remember signing pairs. For
example - Girl / Boy / Please / Thank You / Hot / Cold
Auslan – Set of
Flash Cards for
Beginners
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These signs have been selected to provide high reward-benefit for
young children when they utilise the signs, making them easily
adoptable into daily vocabulary.

Auslan Baby
Sign Book ITSY BITSY
SPIDER

This delightfully illustrated board book will help your child or children
learn Auslan through song.
The book was produced in the UK using BSL (British Sign
Language). This is an Australian modified edition to include three
insert stickers inside the book for the 1 sign that are different from
Auslan (Australian Sign Language).

This beautiful picture dictionary board book depicts over 50
commonly adopted baby/toddler signs.
Auslan Baby
Each sign is clearly depicted, with descriptions of how to do the sign
Sign Book – MY
and colourful illustrations of the object being signed.
FIRST SIGNS
Written in BSL, this edition includes insert stickers for Auslan
variations.
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Auslan Baby
Sign Book –
TEDDY BEAR,
TEDDY BEAR!

Auslan Books Various Posters
and Flash
Cards
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This delightfully illustrated board book will help your child or children
learn Auslan through song.
The book was produced in the UK using BSL (British Sign
Language). This is an Australian modified edition to include three
insert stickers inside the book for the 1 sign that are different from
Auslan (Australian Sign Language).

By teaching simple sign language to children from as young as
seven months, we can help them to convey their emotions and their
needs, as well as giving them a valuable head start in their social
and intellectual development.

The soft cover book is 29 X 29 cm and includes holes in each page
that gradually get bigger to reveal the animal inside her.
Auslan Puppet
Set & DVD –
Old Woman
who Swallowed
a Fly
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The doll has a large mouth and can actually swallow each of the
bean filled animals as you go through the story.
Great to help children visualise what is happening!

The back of the song card includes detailed descriptions of how to
sign all the insects, plus larger versions of the sign illustrations
The set also includes a large Green frog full hand puppet with wide
opening month; and 6 insect finger puppets:
Furry Bee (9cm fury body with clear wings)
Auslan Puppet
Set – Five
Speckled Frogs
with Song
Sheet & 7
Finger Puppets

Beautiful Butterfly (9.5 cm wing span, silk like body)
Hairy green and Yellow Caterpillar (9.5 cm long)
Dainty Ladybug (8cm wide)
The Giant Snail (10 cm tall)
The Hairy spider (8cm long with a big smile)
All finger puppets have elasticised entrances so that they stay firm
on child and adult fingers.
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11. Environmental Aids and Appliances
Grab Bars, Suction Rails and Ramps

Stabilising
Horizontal Grab
Bars and
Vertical Anchor
Grab Bars

Suction Grab
Rail
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The Stabilising Grab Bar encourages the child to bring the arms
forward to stabilise, improving posture and increasing access to
activities.
It consists of a horizontal or vertical bar that attaches to the table top
with suction cups, and can be used on the table or tray provided with
a chair or standing frame.

Suction grab rails are lightweight and portable, featuring a durable
commercial grade suction cup making them the strongest in the
market.
Easy to install and removes without any tools.

Portable folding ramps measuring 2 metres long.
Depac Ramps

Easy access ramps are a lightweight yet portable ramp designed for
doorways, sliding glass doors, and raised landings.
Easy Access
Portable Ramps One metre in length.
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A small threshold ramp designed for use in doorways, sliding glass
doors and raised landings.
Threshold
Ramp - Small
and Large Sizes

The Library has a variety of sizes stocked.

Designed for assisted child access to change tables.
Steps with Rails

Construction is lightweight and the handrails are adjustable in
height.
Equipment measurements: - H 73CM W 52CM L 70CM
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12. Switches and other Accessories
Accessories
Big keys keyboards for computer access provide users large,
high-visibility keys that are easy to see.
a-

Big Keys
Computer
Keyboard

Campus SX
and
Microphone
Boom with
Case
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In addition, for users who lack fine motor movements, the
larger keys provide a larger strike area that is easier to access
compared to standard keyboards.

Campus SX is a dedicated Phonak FM transmitter for
educational applications when used in combination with Micro
Boom.
Professionals, teachers, educators and children benefit from
maximum flexibility and user comfort.

b-

Computer
Mouse
Assistance Switch
Adapted
Version

The BIGtrack Trackball Switch Adapted has a 3 inch trackball which makes
it the largest trackball available. The large ball requires less fine motor
control than a standard trackball and it is ruggedly built. It has a left and a
right mouse click button located behind the trackball to avoid unwanted
mouse clicks. The BIGtrack trackball also allows for 2nd Mouse Connection
both the BIGtrack and a second mouse can be connected allowing
simultaneous participation. The bright large 3" trackball helps to make
mouse movements easy and accurate. While the oversized buttons make
mouse clicks simple for those with poor motor control. For even more
access this switch adapted version comes with two standard 1/8" plugs for
two switches. Its left and right mouse clicks have been adapted so that you
can use a switch for activation. This large trackball is also perfect for kids of
all ages, especially children in preschool. The large trackball is easy on
little hands and is simple to use.
The BIGtrack Switch Adapted is easy to install and works on any Windows
or Macintosh computer that has a USB or PS/2 port.
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The Phonak’ s DigiMaster 5000 innovative loudspeaker array
features no less than 12 individual high-quality loudspeakers,
all housed in a robust aluminium frame.
Phonak
Digimaster
5000 kit
including
Speaker with
stand and
Pass-around
Mic
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The DigiMaster 5000 array emits cylindrical sound waves at
the most important speech frequencies, ensuring that the
required sounds are carried effectively across a large area,
while generating very little speech-hindering ‘late
reverberation’ or echo. The DigiMaster 5000 is supplied with a
sturdy floor stand
The Pass-around Mic can be handed from one child to
another, allowing the child who is wearing Roger Receivers to
hear not only the teacher/educator but also other children’s
comments.

Record any series of messages directly into the Little Step- byStep Communicator and press its activation surface for the ﬁrst
message. Press it again and Step-by-Step automatically plays
the next message in a sequence.

Little Step by
Step
Communicator

Step-by-Step communicators allow children with even the most
limited communication abilities to take turns in "an essential
conversation."
Each message in the sequence can be as long or short as
needed.
The total number of messages is only limited by the 2 minute
recording time.
Requires batteries to operate equipment.
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Record any single message directly into the Big Mac and
press its large activation surface for up to 2 minutes of
playback.
Switch – Big
Students with visual disabilities and those who require a larger
Mac
activation surface will have no problem connecting with BIG
Communicator Mac communicator’s large, 13cm (5-inch) activation surface as
they connect with teachers, educators, children, and the world
around them.
Requires batteries to operate switch.

Switch – Big
Red
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Large colourful surface makes this switch ideal for children
with visual, cognitive, or physical requirements.

Low profile circular switch on mounting plate for wheelchair
tray or table top. Responsive across entire surface.
Switch – Jelly
Bean

Range of colours available. Switch can be mounted on small
triangular plate, or two or four-place rectangular plate.
Twist model enables switch tops to be interchanged with one
of a range of colours.

Switch Smiley face
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Switches enable children with severe disabilities to experience
cause and effect, to play and have fun, and to interact with
their environment.

